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Energy-Based Cooperative Control for Landing
Fixed-Wing UAVs on Mobile Platforms under

Communication Delays
Tin Muskardin1, Andre Coelho1, Eduardo Rodrigues Della Noce1, Anibal Ollero2,

and Konstantin Kondak1

Abstract—The landing of a fixed-wing UAV on top of a mobile
landing platform requires a cooperative control strategy, which
is based on relative motion estimates. These estimates typically
suffer from communication or processing time delays, which can
render an otherwise stable control system unstable. Such effects
must therefore be considered during the design process of the
cooperative landing controller. In this paper the application of
a model-free passivity-based stabilizing controller is proposed,
which is based on the monitoring of energy flows in the system,
and actively dissipating any given active energy by means of
adaptive damping elements. In doing so, overall system passivity
and consequently stability is enforced in a straightforward and
easy to implement way. The proposed control system is validated
in numerical simulations for round trip delays of up to 4 seconds.

Index Terms—Field Robots, Aerial Systems: Applications,
Cooperating Robots, Telerobotics and Teleoperation

I. INTRODUCTION

LANDING an autonomous unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)
on top of a mobile platform has been the subject of

extensive research in recent years [1]–[11]. Benefits of such
approach include the increase of payload capacity by removing
the landing gear, the simplification of landing procedures in
the presence of strong cross winds or in the absence of proper
runways, or the use as fail-safe system in case of landing gear
malfunction [8]. The first two points are especially relevant
for High Altitude Platforms (HAP) or High Altitude Long
Endurance (HALE) aircraft, given their high weight criticality
and slow landing airspeeds. Among the proposed approaches,
the German research project Airport2030 [1] and the Euro-
pean project GABRIEL [2] aimed at providing solutions for
the commercial aviation sector. Such systems could provide
significantly higher levels of safety and efficiency and have
already caught the attention of the aviation industry. On the
other hand, the idea of landing Micro Air Vehicles (MAVs) on
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Fig. 1: Demonstrator setup for landing experiments.

moving platforms has also been documented in several works,
such as [4], [7], [10], [12]. To cite a few, in [4] fiducial
markers are used to detect the landing platform, enhancing
the measurements with a sensor fusion approach based on an
unscented Kalman filter. In [6] a PID controller is utilized
while applying commercially available, low-cost sensors and
algorithms combined in a Kalman filter for relative position
and velocity estimation. In [9] the same task is performed
without any additional infrastructure, relying on multirotor
on-board sensing (IMU, altitude sensors, and RGB camera)
and applying Deep Deterministic Policy Gradients (DDPG).
In [10] an extended visual-inertial odometry framework for
SLAM and a suite of estimation algorithms were adapted while
closing the position loop via a model-predictive controller.

Although many of the aforementioned approaches have
demonstrated successful landings, additional issues remain to
be solved to allow for a wider application of the cooperative
landing concept. While vision-based tracking still needs to
be proven robust against occlusions and variable lighting
conditions, control systems relying on wireless communi-
cation channels to establish the exchange of data between
the involved vehicles can have their stability characteristics
jeopardized by the presence of time delays, jitter, package loss,
and communication blackouts.

An alternative to cope with undesired communications phe-
nomena consists in decoupling the action of the two vehicles
in such way, that the landing task simplifies to the problem of
tracking a possibly delayed reference for each of the vehicles.
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In [8], the lateral control is performed by the UAV, while the
ground vehicle (UGV) remains in the center of the runway.
On the other hand, longitudinal control is performed by the
UGV, while the UAV flies at constant longitudinal velocity.
However, as mentioned in [13], better performance can be
achieved if both vehicles are fully cooperative in order to
achieve the rendezvous task. In this regard, as mentioned
in [11], to achieve optimal performance and robustness, the
effects of time delay should be taken into account in the
controller-design process.

Although the effects of time delay and package loss have
not been deeply investigated in the field of cooperative
landing systems, this issue has been extensively studied in
telemanipulation [14], where energy-based approaches like the
Time Domain Passivity Approach (TDPA) [15] have been
employed to ensure the stability of the task. Even though
telemanipulation approaches cannot be directly applied to the
landing scenario, a suitable adaptation would allow for the
landing system to remain stable regardless of communications
effects.

In light of that, this paper presents an energy-based control
framework allowing for a safe operation of the fully coopera-
tive landing system in the presence of communication delays.
The effectiveness of the proposed framework with respect
to ensuring system stability is validated through numerical
simulation of the setup presented in Fig. 1 in the presence
of round-trip delays of up to 4 seconds.

II. VEHICLE CONTROLLERS

The cooperative landing maneuver imposes certain require-
ments on the aircraft control system. As mentioned in [8],
classical control approaches using three separate loops for
altitude, airspeed, and course control would not be capable of
fulfilling the requirement of decoupled airspeed and altitude
control, which can only be achieved through coordinated
control inputs of elevator and throttle. A flight control strategy
based on energy principles known as Total Energy Control
System (TECS) is capable of providing such functionality [16].

Adding to that, TDPA-based approaches rely on monitoring
and regulating the energy traffic between the two agents. It
is assumed that the controlled vehicles are passive and the
only possible source of energy is introduced by the position
synchronization controllers in the presence of communication
delays and package loss. Since the TECS controller makes
the energy insertion into the flight control system evident,
it is a suitable candidate to work together with the passivity
controller, as will be explained in the following sections.

A. Total Energy Control System

Conventional flight control systems consist of several single-
input, single-output (SISO) control loops, where the engine is
typically used for speed control and the elevator for altitude
control. However, this approach does not account for the strong
inherent coupling of altitude and speed responses to elevator
and thrust commands, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

From the scheme in Fig. 2, it can be seen that the thrust
command (via throttle) can be used for adjusting the total
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Fig. 2: Short-term aircraft control responses. Throttle controls
the total energy insertion while elevator controls the potential-
kinetic energy distribution.

energy of the aircraft while the pitch command (via elevator)
regulates the energy exchange. Therefore, since no bilateral
altitude synchronization between the vehicles is assumed (only
aircraft controls altitude), the energy introduced into the sys-
tem by the (horizontal) position synchronization controller due
to communication delays and package loss can be monitored
and regulated through the port 〈V des

k,a ,T cmd
a 〉, where V des

k,a is the
desired aircraft (index a) ground speed and T cmd

a is the thrust
commanded by the TECS in order to change the total energy
of the system.

For the lateral-directional control of the aircraft, a conven-
tional cascaded SISO controller using the ailerons as actuators
was implemented. Rudder control was not used, since the
natural directional stability of the aircraft is sufficiently fast
to drive the sideslip angle back to zero after a disturbance. In
its energetic behavior, the lateral directional controller plays a
similar role as the pitch controller, i.e. it does not introduce
energy into the system, but rather acts within an energy
conservation layer. Therefore, no additional lateral passivity
controller needs to be added in the presence of delay.

B. Ground Vehicle Control

For ground vehicle control, a simple autopilot system was
developed. Two independent SISO controllers were used for
each direction of motion. For the longitudinal direction, a
simple PI-controller was sufficient to accurately control ground
speed, while for the lateral direction a P-controller was suf-
ficient for accurate course control [8]. Similar to the analysis
for the UAV, it can be noted that the lateral controller does not
introduce energy to the system by changing the course angle
of the vehicle only. The energy insertion port of the ground
vehicle consists of the flow and effort pair 〈V des

k,g ,T cmd
g 〉, which

corresponds to the desired ground vehicle (index g) velocity
V des

k,g and commanded engine thrust T cmd
g .

III. BILATERAL POSITION SYNCHRONIZATION

As previously mentioned, a bilateral position synchroniza-
tion control structure has been applied in order to enhance the
performance of the landing controller. Bilateral here implies
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Fig. 3: Bilateral longitudinal position synchronization controller with velocity controlled ground vehicle G(s) and aircraft A(s).
The subscripts a and g refer to aircraft and ground vehicle related quantities, respectively.

that per motion direction, both vehicles actively contribute to
achieve a rendezvous. For the case where each vehicle takes
care of one direction as shown in [8], the strategy is considered
unilateral, even though the vehicles would still cooperate to
achieve the landing.

Fig. 3 shows the block diagram for the longitudinal posi-
tion synchronization controller in absence of communication
delays. The longitudinal cooperative position synchronization
controllers CXG and CXA are PID controllers on the relative
desired position Xdes

rel along the runway, whose outputs are
calculated in terms of inertial runway axes (i.e. Cartesian
coordinates) instead of ground speed vector magnitudes along
the vehicle’s kinematic x-axes, as used in [8]. A subsequent
transformation into the spherical command structure (Vk and
χ) as expected by the lower-level vehicle controllers is per-
formed in the blocks command transformation as shown in
(1). Also, only the x-component of the aircraft velocity is fed
back to the UGV instead of the velocity vector magnitude Vk.

Vk =
√

V 2
x +V 2

y , χ = arctan
(

Vy

Vx

)
. (1)

As can also be seen in Fig. 3, the aircraft controller receives
the desired landing speed command Vx,land as feedforward
term, while the ground vehicle controller receives the current
UAV x-axis velocity as feedforward term. Apart from that,
both control architectures are symmetric. The lateral controller
also has a similar architecture, with the desired lateral landing
speed usually being set to zero. Apart from that, the controlled
vehicles A(s) and G(s) receive course commands instead of
velocity commands [13].

Due to the fact that the only energy introduction ports,
〈V des

k,a ,T cmd
a 〉 and 〈V des

k,g ,T cmd
g 〉 belong to the vehicles’ longi-

tudinal controllers, the remainder of this paper will mainly
focus on those ports and their behavior in the presence of
delay and package loss. The reader is referred to [13] for an
in-depth discussion of the entire application.

IV. TIME-DELAY-ROBUST LANDING CONTROL

It is well known that the presence of time delay and package
loss in the feedback loops of the landing control system is a

possible cause of instability. As shown in [8], the physical
delays due to wireless communication typically range in the
area of 50 ms and less, but the overall signal routing and
processing can induce higher delays. In extreme cases, where
large amounts of data (e.g. live telemetry and video streaming)
are being transferred over the same communication channel,
or where range limits are being reached and high package loss
is present, even temporary high delays of more than 5 s are
possible. In order to handle those situations, the presence of a
fail-safe mechanism to guarantee system stability is required.
The control strategy chosen in this work is an adaptation
of the Time Domain Passivity Control Approach, which is
based on monitoring energy flows in the system and actively
dissipating any given active energy by means of adaptive
damping elements [15], [17]. Throughout this section the
concept will be presented and a description of its application to
the landing control system will be provided. A performance
analysis demonstrating its behavior in the presence of high
time delays will be presented in Section V.

A. Time Domain Passivity Control Approach

TDPA was first developed in the field of teleoperation,
where a remote manipulator (e.g. in space [14]) is operated
via a delayed communication channel by a human operator,
who receives haptic feedback based on the remote task. For
cases where position synchronization is desired, as for the co-
ordination of two agents, a Position-Position (P-P) architecture
[18] can be applied. Even though a traditional P-P architecture
cannot be directly applied to the landing scenario, an overview
will be given in order to facilitate the understanding of the
proposed architecture.

Position-Position Architecture: The block diagram of a
Position-Position architecture is illustrated in Fig. 4. The
signals fm and fs represent the computed master and slave
forces, vm and vs the master and slave velocities, fh and fe the
forces applied by the human operator and the environment (for
the traditional teleoperation case), and Tf and Tb the forward
and backward time delays. The delayed signals vsd and vmd
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Fig. 4: Block diagram of P-P teleoperation architecture.
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Fig. 5: Circuit representation of P-P teleoperation architecture
with TDPN-augmented communication network.

are defined as follows

vsd(t) = vm(t−Tf ) , vmd(t) = vs(t−Tb) (2)

where vmd and vsd represent the desired master and slave
velocities respectively. The master and slave controllers are
typically implemented as PD-controllers on position.

As can be seen in Fig. 4, the block diagram of the P-P
architecture does not provide sufficient information about the
causality of the communication channel in terms of energy
flows, which is necessary for the application of TDPA. There-
fore, the circuit representation of the P-P architecture, where
the communication channel is represented by a pair of Time-
Delay Power Networks (TDPNs, [15]), is introduced as shown
in Fig. 5. The port variables for the master side TDPN are
now found as fm(t) and vs(t−Tb) at the left port, while the
variables at the right port include fm(t−Tf ) and vs(t). The port
variables for the slave side TDPN are fs(t−Tb) and vm at the
left port, while the variables at the right port include fs(t) and
vm(t−Tf ). It should also be noted that the exchanged force
signals have no direct impact on the vehicle’s motion control
systems, but are used for passivity control purposes only.

Once the correct network representation of the system is
found, the application of TDPA for the passivation of the
communication network is straightforward..

Time Delay Power Networks: The introduction of TDPNs in
Fig. 5 allows for investigating the stability of the teleoperation
system by analyzing the energy flows at the ports of the TDPN.
Fig. 6 illustrates the energy flow through the TDPN, where EM

and ES are the energies evaluated on the left (master) and right
(slave) hand side of the TDPN respectively, while f1(k), v1(k),
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Fig. 6: Energy flow through the TDPN.

and f2(k), v2(k) refer to the force and velocity pairs at instant
k on the left and right ports.

As shown in [15], the TDPN will be passive if:

EN(k) = EM(k)+ES(k)≥ 0, ∀k ≥ 0 , (3)

where

EM(k) = EM
in (k)−EM

out(k) = ∆T
k

∑
j=0

f1( j)v1( j) , (4)

ES(k) = ES
in(k)−ES

out(k) = ∆T
k

∑
j=0
− f2( j)v2( j) . (5)

EM
in (k), EM

out(k), ES
in(k), and ES

out(k) represent the energy flows
into and out of the TDPN at time step k on the master and
slave side respectively. These quantities constitute monotoni-
cally increasing and positive-definite functions, which can be
calculated as follows

EM
in (k) =

{
∆T f1(k)v1(k)+EM

in (k−1), if f1(k)v1(k)> 0
EM

in (k−1), else
(6)

EM
out(k) =

{
−∆T f1(k)v1(k)+EM

out(k−1), if f1(k)v1(k)< 0
EM

out(k−1), else.
(7)

ES
in and ES

out are computed in a similar manner using f2 and
v2. Unfortunately, (3) cannot be directly evaluated in a real
(delayed) system, since the real-time values of the energies at
either side of the TDPN are not available at the same time.
It is therefore necessary to observe the energy flows at each
port individually, which can be accomplished by taking the
direction of the energy flows into account. Therefore, (3) can
be rearranged as follows.

EL2R
obs (k) = EM

in (k−Tf (k))−ES
out(k)≥ 0, ∀k ≥ 0, (8)

ER2L
obs (k) = ES

in(k−Tb(k))−EM
out(k)≥ 0, ∀k ≥ 0, (9)

where EL2R
obs (k) represents the energy flow from left to right,

observed on the right side of the TDPN, and ER2L
obs (k) the

energy flow from right to left, observed on the left side of
the TDPN. Tf (k) and Tb(k) are the forward and backward
delays, respectively. Since, the energy flows EM

in and ES
in are

monotonic and positive defined functions, the observed energy
flows from (8) and (9) are upper bounded by their actual
values, guaranteeing the passivity of the delayed system. Using
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(8) and (9) these relations can be more intuitively expressed
as

ES
out(k)≤ EM

in (k−Tf (k)) (on slave side) (10)

EM
out(k)≤ ES

in(k−Tb(k)) (on master side) (11)

which implies that the flows out of the TDPN must be upper
bounded by their respective input flows.

Passivity Observer and Passivity Controller: Once the
appropriate observable energy flows for checking system
passivity have been identified, the passivity observer (PO)
and passivity controller (PC) can be defined and added to
the teleoperation system. The PO will check the passivity
conditions defined in (8) and (9) on each side (one PO per
side) of the communication network, while taking into account
previous energy dissipated by the master and slave PCs. The
observed energies WM on the master, and WS on the slave side
are

WM(k) = ES,A
in (k−Tb(k))−EM,A

out (k)+EM
PC(k−1) (12)

WS(k) = EM,B
in (k−Tf (k))−ES,B

out (k)+ES
PC(k−1) (13)

where EM
PC(k−1) and ES

PC(k−1) are the energies dissipated by
the master and slave PCs up to the previous time step. EM,A

out (k)
and ES,A

in (k−Tb(k)) are computed based on the pair 〈vmd , fm〉
and its delayed version on the master side (TDPN A), while
EM,B

in (k−Tf (k)) and ES,B
out (k) come from the pair 〈vsd , fs〉 and

its delayed version on the slave side (TDPN B).
The passivity controllers will be located on the vehicle

side of the TDPNs and adaptively dissipate any active energy
observed by the passivity observers. For the P-P architecture,
two admittance-type PCs are applied in order to modify the
velocity commands on both sides as

vmd(k) = v̂md(k)+βM(k) fm(k) , (14)

vsd(k) = v̂sd(k)+βS(k) fs(k) , (15)

where βM and βS represent adaptive damping coefficients for
the master and slave. βM is defined as

βM(k) =


0 if WM(k)> 0

−
WM(k)

∆T f 2
m(k)

else, if | fm(k)|> 0 .
(16)

βS is computed in an analogous manner using WS and fs. The
energy dissipated by the PCs will be

EM
PC(k) = ∆T

k

∑
j=0

βM( j) f 2
m( j) , (17)

and similarly for ES
PC(k). Since the cooperative control ar-

chitecture used for landing does not directly match a P-P
architecture, extra steps have to be taken before the TDPA
can be applied.

B. TDPA for Landing Control

The first step for the application of TDPA to the cooperative
control architecture presented in Section III consists in finding
a suitable circuit representation to identify the correct power-
conjugated pairs for passivity checking. The developed circuit

representation is shown in Figs. 7 and 8 for the aircraft
(index a, UAV) and ground vehicle (index g, UGV) sides,
respectively.

The representation shown in Figs. 7 and 8 resembles the
P-P architecture presented in the previous section, where both
systems share velocity signals and have their own controllers
to track the velocity of the other system received through the
channel. In contrast to the P-P teleoperation concept no human
operator is present in the landing application, which renders
the classical master / slave assignments irrelevant, since both
vehicles act as master and slave devices simultaneously in
a distributed setup. In the landing context, the forward time
delay Tf refers to the communication delay from the aircraft
to the ground vehicle, while the backward delay Tb refers to
the opposite direction. As previously mentioned, each vehicle
transmits its current velocity through the communication chan-
nel, which serves as reference to the other vehicle’s position
controller.

The current ground speeds of aircraft and ground vehicle
Vk,a and Vk,g will be referred to as va and vg in the following,
where the index k is dropped in favor of a concise notation.
The commanded aircraft and ground vehicle forces fa and fg
(corresponding to T cmd

a and T cmd
g , respectively) are controller-

internal variables, also exchanged in order to monitor the
energy flow of the channel. vland represents the desired landing
velocity with respect to the ground, which is assumed to be
constant and independent of the vehicle states. Consequently,
vland is not affected by the communication channel and can be
added after the passivity controller in the circuit representation
as a constant current source. The overall velocity command
forwarded to the vehicles thus consists of two parts — the
constant landing velocity vland , which is not a source of
instability, and the velocity commands vca and vcg provided
by the vehicle’s cooperative controllers, which are functions
of the relative position between the vehicles. The relative
position vector is calculated based on delayed data received
via the communication channel, which introduces time delay,
jitter, and package loss to the system. Due to its potential
to cause instability, the velocity commands from the coop-
erative controllers must also be covered by the PO-PC. The
passivity controller is represented as variable impedance β in
Figs. 7 and 8. Moreover, UAV Ctrl and UGV Ctrl represent the
vehicle controllers, whose inputs are desired ground speeds.

Since saturation blocks are used in the vehicle controllers
to keep the vehicles within safe velocity ranges, variable
impedances Zsat were added to both circuits. The velocities
flowing towards the vehicle controllers after Zsat are therefore
saturated versions of vca + vg(t − Tb)− vland for the aircraft,
and vcg + va(t−Tf )− vland for the ground vehicle, where the
position synchronization commands vca and vcg are defined as:

vca =−vg(t−Tb)+ vland +

√(
CXA(x̂rel,a)

)2
+
(
CYA(ŷrel,a)

)2

(18)

vcg =−va(t−Tb)+

√(
vxa +CXG(x̂rel,g)

)2
+
(
CY G(ŷrel,g)

)2

(19)
where CXA, CYA, CXG, and CY G refer to the cooperative position
synchronization controllers on the aircraft and ground vehicle
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respectively, as defined in Section III.
Adding to that, x̂rel,a, x̂rel,g, ŷrel,a, and ŷrel,g represent the

estimated values of the current relative vehicle position, calcu-
lated on each vehicle individually, by extrapolating the other
vehicle’s delayed position [8]. The relative vehicle position
estimates in the longitudinal direction are calculated as

x̂rel,a = xg(t−Tb)+Tbvxg(t−Tb)− xa (20)

x̂rel,g = xg− xa(t−Tf )−Tf vxa(t−Tf ) (21)

where analog expressions can be derived for the lateral direc-
tion. It should also be noted that full position and velocity
vectors are transmitted over the channel, where all vector
components are accessible after reception (e.g. vxa, vya, vza),
while the circuit representation shown in Figs. 7 and 8 is based
on the scalar values relevant for passivity control.

As can be seen in (18) and (19), the commanded inertial
velocities vca and vcg depend on the relative vehicle states in x
and y direction, thus containing both longitudinal and lateral
motion information. It is therefore sufficient to monitor the
scalar velocities Vk and the applied thrust to identify excessive
energy added by the communication channel. Therefore, a
single PO-PC pair per vehicle is sufficient.

It is important to note that the signals vg(t − Tb)− vland
and va(t − Tf )− vland transmitted through the forward and
backward communication channels (see Figs. 7 and 8), and
relevant for passivity control, are modified on the receiving
side by subtracting the first two terms of the cooperative

controllers vca and vcg, as defined in (18) and (19). Only the
saturated version of the last term is left to be checked by
the passivity controller, before it is forwarded to the lower-
level vehicle controllers. This way the communication channel
and the position synchronization controllers are passivated.
Such setup can be interpreted as an augmented TDPN (dashed
boxes in Figs. 7 and 8), where the in and out energy flows
are passivated by the PO-PC pairs at the TDPN ports in the
same way as shown for the P-P architecture. This system
architecture was chosen to allow for the adaptation of the
TDPA concept to the landing control system, and does not
imply any limitations regarding its applicability. It should be
noted that for the undelayed case and perfectly synchronized
vehicles the in and out energy pairs will match and the
transmitted signals will remain untouched by the PC. One
should also note that the velocities checked by the PO-PC
pairs on both sides of the TDPNs represent variations of the
commanded velocities around vland . This operating point shift
(subtraction of vland from the absolute velocity signals) allows
for the distinction of inward and outward energy flows based
on the sign of the power conjugated signal, as is usual in
classical teleoperation setups [15]. Moreover, adding a current
source to modify the desired velocity is a common practice in
TDPA-based drift compensation [19], [20]. In fact, by having
a part of the position synchronization controller before the
passivity controller allows for automatic recovery of the drift
caused by the PC.
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Force-Based Vehicle Control: As explained in the previous
sections, one requirement for the application of TDPA is that
power conjugated variables (velocity and force) are used as
control signals. Unlike most robotic manipulators, classical
aircraft and ground vehicle control systems do not allow for
explicit force control, where instead velocity, course angle
and flight path angle represent the available control variables.
The use of the energy-based flight controller introduced in
Section II, allows for retrieving the required force command.
However, the ground vehicle does not allow for explicit force
control, which was circumvented by using model-based force
estimation. For a further improvement the use of a force
observer, which would allow for more precise force estimates,
could be investigated.

V. VALIDATION

The employed simulation setup is composed of a small UAV
together with a landing platform mounted on a ground vehicle,
as shown in Fig. 1. The simulation environment contains a
high fidelity aircraft model (six-degrees-of-freedom rigid body
with linear derivative aerodynamics), obtained by means of
system identification. The same model was used to design
the flight controller gains, which were validated in flight
experiments and exhibited good performance without the need
for re-tuning. The aircraft model can thus be considered very
realistic. Atmospheric disturbances are modeled, as well as the
disturbed flow field around the ground vehicle.

In order to test the effects of different communication delays
on the landing system performance and the capability of the
proposed approach to ensure stability in the presence of time
delays, a set of landing simulations were performed with one-
way communication delays varying from 0.1 s to 0.9 s. In all
simulations the vehicles start from the same initial condition
(around 200 m apart) and are expected to reach zero relative
position in every direction. Fig. 9 depicts the norm of the
relative position vector between the vehicles for the cases
where the proposed approach was inactive (top image) and
active (bottom image). It can be seen that starting from a delay
of 0.4 s, the aircraft initially reaches a safety bound imposed
by the landing state machine (too large deviation from landing
platform center at flare initiation [13]) and issues an automatic
retry before resuming the landing. Nevertheless, it can be noted
that, when the passivity controller is turned off, the landing
starts to take longer, up to a point (at 0.9 s delay) where the
aircraft cannot enter the safety bounds anymore and is not
able to land. On the other hand, when the proposed approach is
active, it ensures that the aircraft is able to land in all simulated
cases, even if an initial retry occurs for higher delays.

Moreover, in order to show how the proposed approach
manipulates the commanded velocities in order to passivate
the system, the desired velocities of both vehicles are depicted
in Fig. 10 for a delay of 0.1 s and 0.9 s. The top plots depict
the desired velocities for both UAV and UGV for the nominal
case (Td = 0.1s). It can be seen that effect of TDPA on the
desired velocities (red vs. black lines) is almost negligible in
this case. Therefore, the landing occurs at a very similar time
as for the case when TDPA is inactive (see Fig. 9). On the
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Fig. 9: Effects of time delay on the relative position of the
vehicles during landing simulations. The top plot shows the
norm of the relative position vector for one-way time delays
varying from 0.1 s to 0.9 s without the proposed approach
while bottom one shows the same quantity when the proposed
approach is active.
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Fig. 10: Desired velocities of UAV and UGV for nominal
(top) and high (bottom) time delays. For the nominal case,
the effect of the proposed approach is negligible, but for high
delays it modifies the velocity references and allows for a
successful landing (where the red lines end). This behavior
clearly illustrates the benefit of the proposed approach.

other hand, when the time delay is set to 0.9 s (bottom images),
the commanded velocities start to oscillate when the proposed
approach is not active (black lines). In that case, as seen in
Fig. 9, the aircraft is unable to land. When TDPA is active,
it modifies the desired velocities and enables the landing at
around 45 s. It is important to note that the red areas in the
bottom plots correspond to a permanent interference of the
passivity controller, as is usual in TDPA. The area is depicted
as a filled color due to the high frequency switching action of
the passivity controller, which is filtered out by the inner-loop
controllers and does not affect the vehicles’ motion.

Lastly, in order to analyze the action of the proposed
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Fig. 11: Fail-safe behavior of the cooperative landing system
for an excessive communication time delay. A round trip
delay of 4 s and a crosswind gust are applied at around 5 s
into the simulation to perturb the previously aligned vehicles.
At around 30 s into the simulation (vertical dashed line) the
passivity-controller (TDPA) is activated and stabilizes the
system

approach in an extreme scenario, an analysis is performed
in the horizontal plane, where the aircraft is flying at a
constant altitude above the ground vehicle, while the vehicles
are aligned in horizontal positions and velocities. In this
case, since no vertical alignment is commanded, the safety
mechanisms do not come into play and the vehicles are
allowed to oscillate freely. Initially, no communication delay
is present, then at around 5 s, the communication time delay
is increased to a very high value (4 s round trip delay) and a
crosswind gust is applied to disturb the system. As can be seen
in Fig. 11, the system starts to exhibit an unstable behavior
after the crosswind gust event at around 5 s into the simulation.
At around 30 s the passivity controller (TDPA) is manually
activated. As can be seen in Fig. 11 stability is restored, where
the relative longitudinal position quickly converges to small
values while the lateral position takes longer to converge. The
convergence time mainly depends on the damping ratio of
the controlled vehicles. Overall, the passivity-based stabilizing
controllers fulfill their design purpose and drive the system
back to stability.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This papers presented an energy-based control framework
to allow for cooperative landings of fixed-wing UAVs on
top of mobile platforms in the presence of communication
delays. The effectiveness of the proposed method with respect
to ensuring system stability was validated through numerical
simulations for round-trip time delays of up to 4 seconds.
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